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Basic observations: We report three observations concerning the unstressed stam (which can be loosely 

translated as merely)
1
: First, stam has a limited distribution. In the null context it is compatible with a limited 

range of predicates, and it is usually incompatible with proper names and numerals. Notice that the exclusive 
rak  (only) is less constrained than stam, e.g. replacing stam with rak in (2)-(4) yields felicitous sentences: 

 (1)  rina stam pkida / #mankalit ("Rina is stam a clerk /director ") 

 (2)  kaniti (#stam) / (rak) simlat kala ("I bought stam / only  a wedding gown")  

(3)  A: mi ze ? B: ze (#stam) / (rak) dani  (A: "Who is this" ? B: "It's stam / only Danny") 

(4) le-dani yeS (#stam) / (rak) 3 yeladim ("Danny has stam / only 3 children") 

Second, compared to rak, stam seems to induce a 'midway exclusivity effect'. Thus,  sentence with gam 

(also) leads to clear infelicity when added to a sentence with rak (only), but only to a mild oddness when 

added to a sentence with stam: 

 (5)  A: ma   kanit                hayom ba-ir?     ("What did you buy today in town?") 

B: kaniti          (?stam /  # rak)  simla. kaniti  gam xulza  (" I bought stam /only  a dress. I 

also bought a shirt") 

Finally, stam is focus sensitive. This can be seen from the contrast between (6a) and (6b), which only differ 

in the placement of focus: 

(6)   a. rina stam [dibra]F      im        ha-  mankal ("Rina stam [spoke]F with the general director") 

         b. # rina stam     dibra         im   [ha-mankal]
F
 ("Rina stam spoke with [the general director]

F
) 

To account for these observations we propose that stam is a focus sensitive exclusive in the sense of Beaver 

& Clark's 2008 approach to exclusives, but that it differs from the classic exclusive only in two components. 

To understand this proposal better we briefly review the relevant parts of Beaver & Clark's theory. 

Beaver & Clark's 2008 approach to exclusives: For Beaver & Clark (2008) (B&C, henceforth), the 

primary function of an exclusive is a discourse function, to mediate the flow of discourse. Specifically, they 

claim that the discourse function of the exclusive operating on a proposition p is to reject expectations in the 

common ground that alternatives stronger than p hold, and to mark that p is the strongest alternative which is 

in fact true (see also Zeevat (2003)). In addition, unlike traditional approaches, which distinguished between 

nonscalar and scalar exclusives (e.g. between Only Muriel voted for Hubert and Muriel only voted for Hubert 

(She didn't campaigned for him) (Horn (1969)), Beaver & Clark 2008 take all exclusives to be scalar, and 

propose that the real difference between the apparently scalar and non scalar exclusives lies in the type of 

scale (of alternatives) they evoke. In particular 'nonscalar' exclusives evoke an entailment scale, where each 

alternative entails the alternatives that are ranked lower, whereas clearly scalar exclusives evoke a 

nonentailment scale, i.e. an evaluative scale in which members are ranked according to their importance or 

significance, but the alternatives do not entail other alternatives which are ranked lower. One interesting 

consequence of this proposal is that with nonentailment scales we can allow for the truth of another 
alternative, as long as it is not stronger than p, i.e. the exclusive can function 'nonexclusively'. 

Proposal: We propose, then, that stam is an exclusive in the sense of B&C's approach, i.e. that like only,  it 

rejects  expectations in the common ground that something stronger than p holds, and it indicates that the 

strongest true alternative is p. However, as seen from the differences between sentences with stam  and rak 

(only) above, stam is not identical to only. We thus claim that stam is an exclusive which differs from only in 

two main components: (a) stam is restricted to evoke a non entailment scale (whereas, according to B&C 

only is compatible with both entailment and nonentailment scales) (b) The presence of stam indicates that p 

is placed in a low position in the scale triggered, (where 'low' in a nonentailment scale is characterized as 'not 

significant'). More precisely, we propose the following: 

stam associates with focus, and it induces a non entailment scale of alternatives. 

It presupposes that: (a) |Stronger alternatives than p are expected to be true (i.e. true in the worlds where the 

expectations of the speaker are true).  (b) p is located in a low position on the scale of alternatives (i.e. most 

alternatives are higher than it). It asserts that (c) These stronger alternatives are not true. (d) p is true.  

Accounting for the data: Inducing a nonentailment scale of alternatives requires first that the alternatives 

to p are naturally ordered in a scale (of significance). This accounts, for example, for the oddness of (3), with 

the proper name Danny, since proper names are usually not ordered in a scale. Thus, although a sentence like 

'It is [Danny]F' can clearly have alternatives (e.g. {It is Danny, It is Yosi, It is Moshe…}), this set is not 

naturally considered a scaled set of alternatives. As a support notice that in a context where such a scale can 
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be induced, the status of stam improves, as in (7), where the given context lends support for a scale of things 

which frighten the speaker to various degrees. 

   (7) A: imale,     mi     ze?  B: al     tibahali,         ze stam [Danny]F. 

          A: mommy, who is this? B: Don't get scared, it is stam [Danny]F. 

In addition, the restriction to a nonentailment scale accounts for the infelicity of stam in (4), since having 3 

children is clearly part of an entailment scale of alternatives (having 4 children, having 5 children…etc.). 
Component (a), i.e. the requirement that stronger alternatives than p are expected to be true is 

supported by contrasts as in (8a,b). Specifically, in (8b)  the use of stam is infelicitous , because what is 

expected seems 'weaker' than p:   

(8) a. tsipiti               Se-yagiSu      ba-aruxa basar, aval higiSu       stam [burekas] 

         ("I expected that they would serve meat at the meal, but they served stam [burekas]") 

       b. # tsipiti            Se-yagiSu      ba-aruxa burekas, aval higiSu            stam [basar] 

         ("I expected that they would serve burekas at the meal, but they served stam [meat]") 

Component (b), i.e. the requirement that p has to be placed in a low position of the scale accounts for 

the contrast in (1). Although rina mankalit ("Rina is a director') naturally induces a non-entailment scale 

(with different professions), 'general director' is naturally placed in a high position of the scale. As a support 

notice that in a context where we can think about this profession as 'low' (e.g. when the sentence is uttered in 

a conference of prime ministers and ministers), the presence of stam is much better. The same requirement 

accounts for the infelicity of stam in (2), since intuitively buying a wedding gown is quite high on a 

significance scale. We further show that, despite the apparent similarities between them, components (a) and 

(b) are independent of each other.  

Component (c), i.e. the assertion that stronger alternatives than p are rejected is supported by contrasts 

like (9): 

(9) A: ma   asit         hayom bair? ("What did you do in town today?") 

      B: kaniti             stam [xulza]. ("I bought stam a [dress]"),   

      B'…. #kaniti         gam simlat kala ("I also bought a wedding gown")  

      B''… kaniti gam garbayim ("I also bought socks") 

      B'''…?kaniti gam mixnasayim ("I also bought pants") 

The continuation in B', with 'wedding gown' is infelicitous, because clearly, buying a wedding gown is more 

significant than buying a shirt, i.e. it is a higher alternative on the non entailment scale of significant 

purchases. In contrast, buying socks is a weaker  alternative, and hence it is not excluded by the use of stam, 

so B'' is felicitous  (i.e. this is a case where the exclusive can be used 'nonexclusively'). Finally, the status of 

B''' is questionable since it may be unclear whether buying pants should be considered more, less, or equal to 

buying a shirt.  

Extension: The degree of association with focus of stam: B&C proposed a non-monolithic model of 

association with focus, which divides the class of focus sensitive particles into those with conventionalized 

association with focus (e.g. exclusives, scalars, downtoners), which have focus sensitivity as part of their 
Semantics, and non-conventionalized ones (e..g Q-adverbs, superlatives), whose focus sensitivity is a 

pragmatic by-product. The maim empirical motivation of B&C claims is the different behavior of the 

Conventionalized only, and the Free always (and their correlates in several European languages) with respect 

to a number of tests, like their association with extracted and phonologically reduced elements, association 

with presuppositions etc (see also Cohen1999). B&C claim that their model applies to many more 

expressions cross linguistically, but this claim needs to be checked empirically.   

Checking the behavior of stam in B&C's tests can thus be used to verify the generality and 

universality of their model. In particular, since we analyzed stam as an exclusive we checked whether it 

patterns in B&C's test as a conventionalized focus sensitive particle, similar to only.  

We show that stam cannot be associated with phonologically reduced material, and not with 

presuppositions. In these tests, then, it indeed patterns as conventionalized, and its behavior supports B&C"s 

model. In extraction tests, however, its behavior is not uniform. Whereas it cannot be associated with 

topicalized and extracted WH-relatives (as expected from conventionalized particles), it can be associated 

with inverted WH-clefted elements. We compare this result with Koch & Zimmermann's 2009 report of a 

similar non-consistent pattern of association with focus in Salish, and discuss the various potential 

implications for the B&C's model, and the main directions for further research.  
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